LUCKNOW CHRISTIAN DEGREE COLLEGE,

LUCKNOW-226018

Admission notice for B.Sc.(Maths)-I yr. Students
Admission for Academic Session- 2017-18
The students are being informed that now the college is able to
offer the Computer Science subject in B.Sc.(Maths.) stream with
following combinations :
1. Physics, Mathematics and Computer Science (PMCS) &
2. Statistics, Mathematics and Computer Science (SMCS).
The students who have taken admission in B.Sc.(Maths.) in PCM,
PSM groups and SFS and are interested in changing their subject
combination to PMCS or SMCS are advised to attend the counselling on 17.08.2017 at 10:00 am in Fairfield Hall positively. The Computer Science subject will be allotted on the basis of merit position
and subject to availability of seats. After 17.08.2017 any request
for the change of subject combination will not be entertained.

[Prof.(Dr.) Mukesh Pati]
Principal, LCDC

LUCKNOW CHRISTIAN DEGREE COLLEGE,

LUCKNOW-226018

NOTICE
The following candidates for B.Sc.(Maths).-I class are directed to attend
the admission counselling as per following schedule :

Venue: Fairfield Hall
DATE
18.08.2017
18.08.2017

MERIT POSITION
001 - 394 **
394 - 700**

TIME
10:00 am
11:00 am

** Subject to availability of Seats
Names will be called strictly according to merit. If a candidate does not
turn up when his name is called he will loose his chances of
admission. First the regular seats will be filled and once the seats are
full admission will be offered under Self Finance Scheme. Candidates

will have to bring the following documents at the time of admission.
The Admission date will be advised during counselling
1. Original Marksheet of Highschool & Intermediate or Equivalent Examinations.
2. A. Original Transfer Certificate / Migration Certificate for
regular candidates.
B. Original Centre Superintendent Certificate for Private Candidates,
at which he has appeared for Intermediate or Equivalent Examinations.
3. A. Original Character Certificate, from the Principal of the institution
last attended.
B. Private candidates will submitt a Character Certificate from a Gazetted Officer.
4. Original Certificate for Category Privilege.
5. One self attested copy of each of the above certificate (1 to 4).
6. Two recent passport size photographs (facing the camera).
7. Fee only in the form of Bank Draft issued by any of the Nationalised
Banks in favour of “PRINCIPAL, LUCKNOW CHRISTIAN DEGREE
COLLEGE” payable at LUCKNOW.
[Prof.(Dr.) Mukesh Pati]
Principal, LCDC

